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CONTRACTORS SPEAK UP
“Lifting 5 gallon pails of material with a rope and pulley was 
exhausting work and not very efficient. By using the Pull up 
450 and the 4 bucket carrier we have a lot more time to set 
block, and we also improved the manner in which we lift our 
mud up onto the scaffold – it’s safer now.  In fact, I like the 
system so well I recently bought another Pull up 450!”

Bob Manula, Owner Pam Masonry, Spotsylvania, VA.

QUICK SPECS Pull-Up 450 Pull-Up 650
Lifting capacity 450 lbs.
Lifting height 160 feet
Lifting speed 70 feet per minute 70 feet per minute
Motor
Motor voltage
Cable rope size
Post Mount Included
Track Trolley
Machine Weight 130 lbs. 150 lbs.

together their hoists, we do it the right way… IMER designs and manufactures all our 
hoists in-house!
you will easily see the difference.

PULL-UP 650 HOIST 
When the loads are heavier and the distance to be lifted is higher go with the Pull-Up 
650. Whether you need 650 pounds taken up 220 feet, or 1300 pounds up 110 feet with 

all on 110 volts. 

 perform heavy 
duty work. Robust performance and high quality are guaranteed, as these hoists are 
engineered and manufactured in-house... we don’t source it, we build it!

PULL-UP 450 HOIST 
 one versatile hoist. Mount it onto a vertical scaffold 

pipe or attach a track trolley and run it back n’ forth on one of our trolley tracks. The duty 
cycle of the 450 or 650 is the best in the industry. Compare how many loads an hour a 

IMER hoists deliver more productivity 

Pull-Up Series

scaffold and roof hoists

INCLUDED AT NO CHARGE
standard with the Post Mount 

Kit. This enables you to connect the hoist to the vertical pipe 
of the scaffold which allows the hoist to swing in and out. 

All new Version

All new Version
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and manufactured in-house. These accessory components 

efficient and effective on any jobsite. We have even developed 

Remember to always put safety first whenever you are setting up 

take some of the 
hassle out of your next lifting application, sometimes you just 
need a little help to get it up.

Scaffold Mount Trolley Track

Safety Bars

Footplate

Track

Sand Counterweight
Boxes

Scaffold Carrier Hooks

2 or 4 Bucket Carrier

4 Bucket Carrier Shown Wedge Shaped Bucket with Tilt Dump Double Rope Kit

Track Trolley

Beta-Max Style

Conical Bucket with bottom discharge

Pull-Up Series

scaffold and roof hoists


